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resoMax 
bridges are 
a siMple and 

cosT-effecTive 
iMproveMenT 

for alMosT any 
Tune-o-MaTic 

bridge. 

SPECS
List price: $999.00
Manufacturer: 
Carp Amplification, 
carpamps.com

One Of the All-time classic 
tone combinations is a single 
6V6 power amp tube and a single 
12AX7/eCC83 preamp tube, which 
is the magic behind the fender 
Champ and dozens of gritty and 
glorious vintage Supro, national, 
Gretsch and Gibson combos. While 
these small combos often sound 
great, most were married to tiny 
transformers, wimpy speakers 
and tube rectifiers that sag like 
stock prices after a bad day on 

Wall Street.
the Carp 1030 is a super-

charged eight-watt version of a 
classic 6V6/eCC83 amp in head 
form. it has a solid-state rectifier; 
four-, eight-and 16-ohm speaker 
outputs; and volume, tone and 
gain controls to give guitarists 
more headroom and greater 
tonal flexibility. When connected 
to a 1x12 or 4x12 cabinet, the 
1030 delivers supersaturated 
harmonically complex distortion 

like only a 6V6 can, but it also 
provides a surprising amount 
of clean headroom, gig-worthy 
volume output and tight bass.

though there are just three 
knobs, don’t let that fool you: 
the Carp has a whole lotta tone 
lurking in the depths of this 
solidly built amp, from crystal-
clear country clean to badass 
beefy blues bluster and raging 
rock ruckus.

—Chris Gill

carp aMplificaTion 1030

buzz bin      neW, hip And under the rAdAr

List prices: 
resomax nVS bridge, 
$113.95–$119.95; 
resomax nV1 bridge, 
$94.95–$99.95; 
resomax nV2 bridge, 
$94.95–$99.95; 
resomax nVt tailpiece, 
$64.95–$69.95; 
limited-edition 
nVS boxed bridge 
and tailpiece with 
Swarovski crystal 
embellishments and 
nVS guitar strap 
$199.00; tusq Xl nut 
(vintage white), $14.95; 
tusq Xl nut (black), 
$13.65 
Manufacturer: 
Graph tech Guitar labs, 
graphtech.com 

SPECS

+PRO -CON
imprOVed SuStAin 
And detAil  
AutOlOCk mAGnetiC 
pOSt bindinG

SOme AttACk iS 
lOSt On the mOSt 
reSOnAnt bridGe 
SyStemS

tune-O-Magic
Graph Tech ResoMax NV Harmonic Bridge System and TUSQ XL nuts

tailpiece. tusq Xl nuts are made 
from graph tech’s proprietary self-
lubricating man-made ivory. 

PERFORMANCE
The bridge sysTem’s resoMax 
base material seriously improved the 
sustain and string clarity on my test 
guitars. the guitars’ audible harmonic 
output was practically doubled. the 
tone was more detailed, with greater 
articulated string response, but 
without making the sound thicker or 
fatter. Previously harsh notes sounded 
smoother and sweeter. 

the NVS’s u.l.F. saddles 
contributed the majority of these 
attributes, while they reduced 
some of the attack, whereas the 
NVt contributed the least harmonic 
accents but still added a measure of 
musical enhancement. the tusq Xl 
nuts provided incomparably slick 
string slots and notably increased 
punch over the standard plastic nuts 
that they replaced.

THE BOTTOM LINE
graph Tech’s resomax bridges are 
a simple and cost-effective improve-
ment for almost any tune-o-matic 
bridge, offering improved harmonic 
content and instrument-energizing 
resonant qualities. they also come 
in a variety of finishes and configu-
rations to suit any stylistic or tonal 
palette. tusq Xl nuts have no rival 
for string-friendly lubrication and 
balanced tonal response. SC

finishes are offered, and the 
quality is comparable to that 
of high-end products. graph 
tech offers three types of 
bridges—the NVS, NV1 and 
NV2—each designed for specific tonal 
applications. i tested the resoMax 
NVS bridge and a resoMax NVt 
tailpiece with guitars that were also 
equipped with graph tech’s tusq 
Xl nuts.

FEATURES 
resomax bridges and tailpieces are 
crafted from a uniquely resonating 
alloy and triple-plated in a handsome 
but durable finish. they boast an 
autolock feature that magnetically 
couples the bridge and/or tailpieces 
to their posts, so that the pieces 
don’t fall onto your guitar’s finish 
during restringing. the NVS comes 
equipped with ultra low Friction 
(u.l.F.) saddles on a resoMax bridge 
and the NVt is the matching resoMax 

 by eric KirKland

Graph Tech’s slippery 
bridge, nut and saddle compo-
nents have been a boon to gui-

tarists, reducing string breakage and 
binding while improving sustain, reso-
nance and overall tone. graph tech’s 
proprietary formulas keep string con-
tact points permanently lubricated, 
allowing the strings to resonate freely. 
this is important, because the integ-
rity of string contact points has an 
important effect on tone. 

Most recently, graph tech has 
applied its knowledge of resonant 
materials to a complete tune-o-matic 
and stop-tail bridge assembly it calls 
the resoMax NV Harmonic Bridge 
System. the system considerably 
augments every aspect of an 
instrument’s sonic performance 
and can be retrofitted to practically 
any tune-o-matic–equipped guitar 
without permanent modification. Five 


